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Abstract—Schema matching is the process of establishing
correspondences between the attributes of database schemas for
data integration purposes. Although several automatic schema
matching tools have been developed, their results are often incom-
plete or erroneous. To obtain a correct set of correspondences,
a human expert is usually required to validate the generated
correspondences. We analyze this reconciliation process in a
setting where a number of schemas needs to be matched, in
the presence of consistency expectations about the network of
attribute correspondences. We develop a probabilistic model
that helps to identify the most uncertain correspondences, thus
allowing us to guide the expert’s work and collect his input about
the most problematic cases. As the availability of such experts is
often limited, we develop techniques that can construct a set of
good quality correspondences with a high probability, even if the
expert does not validate all the necessary correspondences. We
demonstrate the efﬁciency of our techniques through extensive
experimentation using real-world datasets.
Keywords—data integration, schema matching, reconciliation,
user feedback, information gain
I. INTRODUCTION
More and more online services enable users to upload and
share structured data, including Google Fusion Tables [24],
Freebase [9], and Factual [2]. These services primarily offer
easy visualization of uploaded data as well as tools to embed the
visualisation to blogs or Web pages. As the number of publicly
available datasets grows rapidly and fragmentation of data in
different sources is a common phenomenon, it is essential to
create the interlinks between them [11]. An example is the
often quoted coffee consumption data found in Google Fusion
Tables, which is distributed among different tables that represent
a speciﬁc region [24]. Extraction of information over all regions
requires means to query and aggregate across multiple tables,
thereby raising the challenge of interconnecting schemas to
achieve an integrated view of the data.
There is a large body of work on schema matching tech-
niques; numerous commercial and academic schema matching
tools, called matchers, have been developed in recent years [7],
[36]. Even though matchers achieve impressive performance
on some datasets, they cannot be expected to yield a correct
result in the general case. Since matchers rely on heuristic
techniques, their result is inherently uncertain. In practice, data
integration tasks often include a post-matching phase, in which
correspondences are reviewed and validated by an expert.
We focus on a setting in which matching is conducted
for a network of related schemas that are matched against
each other. Having a network of multiple schemas enables
the introduction of network-level integrity constraints, thereby
providing evidence for the quality of the matching by detecting
constraint violations. Such integrity constraints are essential
to enforce the natural expectations in the data integration
applications. We encapsulate all of this information in a uniﬁed
model, namely a probabilistic matching network, in which
each attribute correspondence is associated with a probability.
The notion of probabilistic matching networks is interesting
in its own right and is beneﬁcial in other scenarios, including
enterprise applications [42] and mashup contexts [12]. In
principle, a matching network enables collaborative integration
scenarios, where an approach with a monolithic, mediated
schema is too costly or simply infeasible.
In this paper, we go beyond the common practice of human
reconciliation in improving and validating matchings for a
pair of schemas. Instead, we study the reconciliation for a
probabilistic matching network, in which the participating
expert should respect the network-level integrity constraints to
guarantee the overall matching quality. The presence of such
integrity constraints creates a number of dependencies between
correspondences, which may be hard to overlook especially in
large-scale networks. Hence, reconciliation is a complex task.
Despite this challenge, dependencies between correspondences
open an opportunity to guide the expert’s work by deﬁning the
order in which the expert gives his input (e.g. in which order
to assert whether a correspondence is correct).
Guiding the selection of correspondences is essential for
effective reconciliation. Yet, our ultimate goal is to instantiate
a high-quality set of correspondences, even if not all necessary
input is collected. This is because we can expect that in
real-world settings, an expert has a limited effort-budget, and
applications require fast setup time, so that waiting for full
reconciliation is not a feasible option. To achieve this goal,
we develop a pay-as-you-go approach to reconciliation that
allows for retrieving a single trusted set of correspondences that
satisﬁes the integrity constraints and maximizes the beneﬁts of
expert input at any time.
Our contributions and the outline of this paper can be
summarized as follows.
• Section II: We provide a model for probabilistic matching
networks. On top of this model, we develop a pay-as-
you-go approach to reconciliation that involves an expert
asserting the correctness of correspondences. The ap-
proach comprises three steps: establishing the probabilistic
matching network, reducing the network uncertainty, and
instantiating a matching.
• Section III: We show how to establish a probabilistic
matching network in the presence of integrity constraints
and expert’s input. As computing the probabilities that are
assigned to correspondences is computationally costly, we
also develop methods to approximate these values.
• Section IV: We provide means to measure and reduce the
uncertainty in a probabilistic matching network. Towards
this end, we quantify the uncertainty of such a network,
deﬁne the process of reducing network uncertainty and
present the problem of uncertainty reduction under limited
effort budget. As a heuristic solution to this problem, we
develop a method to order correspondences for which
feedback shall be sought using a decision theoretic model.
• Section V: We develop a method that instantiates a
matching, a single trusted set of correspondences based on
partial user input, making a partial result of data integration
available at any time. We formulate the instantiation of
such a matching as an optimization problem and propose
a heuristic to construct an approximate solution.
The remaining sections are structured as follows. Section VI
demonstrates experimental results. Section VII summarizes
related work, before Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. MODEL AND APPROACH
This section starts with a motivating example of a network
of schemas. Although the involved schemas are simple, certain
questions arise, as we will see, when we attempt to interconnect
their attributes. Next, we proceed with the deﬁnition of a
probabilistic matching network. Finally, we describe a pay-as-
you-go approach to reconciliation on top of this network.
A. Motivating Example
Let us consider an online service scenario, where three
video content providers EoverI, BBC, and DVDizzy have their
own websites to publicize their offerings. Consumers can ﬁnd
the products they want by searching information on the sites
(e.g. title, release date). Now the three providers would like to
incorporate their websites to broaden the marketplace. Similar
product information is stored in their different databases, whose
simpliﬁed schemas are illustrated in Figure 1. A matching
network is created by establishing pairwise matchings between
the three schemas in order to facilitate integration scenarios
(e.g. support search queries) between the three databases. The
ﬁgure shows ﬁve correspondences c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5 which
were generated by an automatic matching tool for pairs of
schemas. As the involved attribute names are rather similar
(date, screenDate, releaseDate, and productionDate), schema
matchers often fail to output the correct attribute matches.
Moreover, as the schema matchers only take two schemas as
input [7], they ignore natural expectations that one has w.r.t. the
entire network of schemas. We can formulate these consistency
conditions as integrity constraints. Examples of such constraints
have been presented in literature [10], [34], including:
• One-to-one constraint: Each attribute of one schema is
matched to at most one attribute of any other schema.
• Cycle constraint: If multiple schemas are matched in a
cycle, the matched attributes should form a closed cycle.
These constraints are natural requirements if one would like to
exchange data that is stored in the aforementioned databases.
Such network-level constraints describe important consistency
conditions; one would like to avoid constraint violations.
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Fig. 1: A matching network of real-world schemas.
Figure 1 shows some violations of these constraints in the
set of automatically generated correspondences. The set of
correspondences {c3, c5} violates the one-to-one constraint,
whereas the set {c2, c1, c5} violates the cycle constraint.
Problematic correspondences are typically eliminated by rec-
onciliation based on human input: an expert asserts for a given
correspondence whether it shall be disregarded or accepted [5].
In the presence of network-level constraints, the order in which
an expert gives such input highly inﬂuences the overall quality
of the network: eliminating certain correspondences early can
signiﬁcantly simplify the reconciliation process. Further, in
most scenarios, one cannot expect to get complete feedback
on all correspondences identiﬁed by a matcher. This calls for
a pay-as-you-go approach that allows for retrieving a trusted
set of correspondences satisfying the integrity constraints and
maximizing the beneﬁts of expert input at any time.
B. Probabilistic Matching Network
This section deﬁnes our notion of a probabilistic matching
network. An overview of the major concepts is given in Table I.
We model a schema as a ﬁnite set of attributes s = {a1, ..., an}.
Let S = {s1, ..., sn} be a set of schemas of a data integration
task. Each schema is built of unique attributes (by using unique
identiﬁers), i.e. si ∩ sj = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n and i = j.
Further, AS =
⋃
i si is the set of attributes in S . The interaction
graph GS represents which schemas need to be matched in
the network, i.e. the vertices in V (GS) are labeled by the
schemas from S and there is an edge between two vertices, if
the corresponding schemas need to be matched.
An attribute correspondence between a pair of schemas
s1, s2 ∈ S is an attribute pair (a, b), such that a ∈ s1 and
b ∈ s2. The set of candidate correspondences Ci,j for a pair
of schemas si, sj ∈ S is a set of attribute correspondences
which is typically the outcome of schema matchers [19]. The
set of candidate correspondences C for an interaction graph GS
consists of all candidates correspondences for pairs of schemas
corresponding to its edges, i.e. C =
⋃
(si,sj)∈E(GS) Ci,j .
Although more complex models for correspondences have
been proposed, cf., [18], we focus correspondences modeled as
attribute pairs since this model is followed by the vast majority
of schema matchers [36], [7].
Integrity constraints for selecting correspondences relate
to the expectations that the user has on a valid matching. Let
Γ = {γ1, . . . , γn} be a ﬁnite set of constraints, which are used
to represent the expected consistency conditions. We write
C ′ |= Γ to denote that a set of correspondences C ′ ⊆ C
satisﬁes the constraints in Γ. We do not impose assumptions on
the deﬁnition of such constraints. For illustration, we rely on the
examples of the one-to-one constraint and cycle constraint as
deﬁned in [34] and described as part of the motivating scenario
in the previous section.
Based on the above notions, we deﬁne a network of schemas
to be a quadruple N = 〈S, GS ,Γ, C〉, where S is a set of
schemas (of unique attributes), GS is an interaction graph, Γ is
a set of constraints, and C is a set of candidate correspondences.
The set of candidate correspondences C of N may violate
various constraints in Γ and, thus, does not provide a satisfactory
result for a data integration task. Instead, we are interested in
the selective matching M , the set of all correspondences that are
correct and satisfy all integrity constraints. To approximate the
selective matching, we involve an expert user to assert candidate
correspondences. This process is known as reconciliation [34],
[5]. The expert/user input sought as part of the reconciliation is
modeled by a tuple F = 〈F+, F−〉 of assertions, where F+ and
F− are respectively a set of approved correspondences and a set
of disapproved correspondences. That is, upon the user assertion
of a correspondence c, we update F by either 〈F+ ∪{c}, F−〉
(c is approved) or 〈F+, F− ∪ {c}〉 (c is disapproved). We
exploit user input by concluding that F+ must be included
in M and F− must be excluded from M . For the remaining
candidate correspondences (C \ F+ \ F−), a heuristic is used
to decide whether they shall be included in a matching.
In this work, we rely on a probabilistic model to develop
such heuristics. During the reconciliation, we maintain a set of
probabilities P that assigns a probability pc to each candidate
correspondence c ∈ C that indicates how likely correspondence
c is to occur in the selective matching. Our probabilistic model
acts as a black-box, meaning that it contains all the information
given by matchers and user assertions. As such, the user
input F is integrated directly in the set of correspondence
probabilities P : user assertions are assumed to be always
right, so the probabilities of asserted correspondences are either
one or zero. Combining the introduced notions, we deﬁne a
probabilistic matching network as a tuple 〈N,P 〉 that represents
a single state assumed during reconciliation.
C. Framework for Pay-as-you-go Reconciliation
Constructing the selective matching (the set of correct and
consistent correspondences) for a matching network from a set
of candidate correspondences can be costly: if a large number of
candidate correspondences violate various integrity constraints
the reconciliation effort can be considerable. However, many
use cases can beneﬁt not only from a fully reconciled match
network, but already from a subset of trusted and consistent
correspondences, i.e., a matching that approximates the selective
matching. In our work, therefore, we study a pay-as-you-go
approach to reconciliation.
Figure 2 presents an overview of our framework. We start
with a set of candidate correspondences that are generated
automatically by schema matchers. Based on these candidate
correspondences, we construct a probabilistic matching network
TABLE I: Summary of notations
Symbol Description
S A set of schemas
GS An interaction graph of a schema matching network
C An initial set of correspondences generated by matchers
Γ A set of integrity constraints
F = 〈F+, F−〉 User input of approved and disapproved correspondences
P A set of probabilities of correspondences
M The selective matching
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Fig. 2: Framework for pay-as-you-go reconciliation
by means of Probability Computation. From a probabilistic
matching network, in turn, Instantiation automatically derives
an approximation of the selective matching that can be used for
data integration tasks. The quality of the instantiated matching
depends on the degree of uncertainty in the probabilistic
matching network. This uncertainty stems from the decision
of whether to include correspondences in the instantiated
matching. To improve the result of instantiation, Uncertainty
Reduction selects and ranks candidate correspondences that
shall be asserted by a human expert. Based on the obtained
user input, the probabilistic matching network is changed by
recomputing the probabilities. Consequently, the probabilistic
matching network is updated incrementally by the user, whereas
an approximation of the selective matching can be generated
at any time, thereby achieving pay-as-you-go reconciliation.
Following this general structure, pay-as-you-go reconcilia-
tion requires the realization of the following three steps.
Probability Computation. Given a matching network, this step
establishes the probability of each correspondence based on
information on the integrity constraints of the network and the
user input obtained so far. Then, the resulting probabilistic
matching network is the underlying model for the other
steps since any user input is implicitly incorporated in the
probabilities that are assigned to candidate correspondences.
The probability computation is described in Section III.
Uncertainty Reduction. To achieve pay-as-you-go reconcil-
iation, the probabilistic matching network is incrementally
improved by seeking user input. To guide this uncertainty
reduction step, we select and rank candidate correspondences
that are shown to user. The ranking criterion is based on
information gain that is measured as the amount of uncertainty
reduction induced by the user input for a certain correspondence.
This step is described in Section IV.
Instantiation. Given a probabilistic matching network, approx-
imation of the selective matching requires making decisions
about the selection of correspondences. We realize this step
by eliminating a minimal subset of correspondences with low
probability from the set of candidate correspondences, such that
the remaining correspondences satisfy all integrity constraints.
Instantiation is described in Section V.
III. PROBABILITY COMPUTATION FOR A MATCHING
NETWORK
Given a network of schemas, this section outlines how a
probabilistic matching network is constructed by computing
probabilities for the correspondences of the network. We ﬁrst
provide a formal characterization of the probability of a single
correspondence (Section III-A). Since the computation of exact
probability values is computationally costly, we then develop
techniques to approximate these values (Section III-B).
A. Probability of a Correspondence
Usually, schema matchers assign a conﬁdence value to
each candidate correspondence [36]. A conﬁdence value may
be interpreted as a probability for the occurrence of the
correspondence in the selective matching. Yet, conﬁdence
values are not normalized, often unreliable, and unrelated to
the application goals [7]. Thus, we take a different approach
to compute probabilities for candidate correspondences.
In the context of this work, we assume that the constraints
are of paramount importance to the data integration applica-
tions. From this starting point, we adopt a model in which
a correspondence is more likely to occur in the selective
matching, if it is present in many matchings that qualify
as approximations of selective matching, i.e., that satisfy the
integrity constraints. This property should hold in the presence
of user input (approvals or disapprovals of correspondences) that
we consider correct. That is, for the computation of probabilities,
we consider possible matchings that include all approved
correspondences and exclude all disapproved correspondences.
We capture the intuition of a matching that qualiﬁes as an
approximation of the selective matching with the notion of a
matching instance, deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 1. Matching Instance. Let 〈S,GS ,Γ, C〉 be a
network of schemas and 〈F+, F−〉 be user input. A set of
correspondences I ⊆ C is a matching instance, if
• Consistent: I satisﬁes all integrity constraints (i.e. I |= Γ)
and respects user input (i.e. F+ ⊆ I and F− ∩ I = ∅).
• Maximal: there does not exists a correspondence c ∈
C \ (F− ∪ I) such that I ∪ {c} |= Γ.
Using a Venn diagram, Figure 3 illustrates the relationship
of matching instances with candidate correspondences and
user input. Any matching instance includes all approved
correspondences and excludes all disapproved correspondences.
The number of all possible matching instances is at most 2|C|
as they are subsets of candidate correspondences. F+ and F−
are disjoint since a correspondence cannot be approved and
disapproved at the same time.
Using the notion of a matching instance, we deﬁne the
probability pc of a given correspondence c to be proportional
to the number of matching instances in which c participates:
pc =
|{I ∈ Ω(F+, F−) | c ∈ I}|
|Ω(F+, F−)| (1)
where Ω(F+, F−) = {I1, . . . , In}, Ii ⊆ C, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is
the set of all possible matching instances under user input
〈F+, F−〉. Thus, the probability of asserted correspondences
is either one or zero, since every matching instance, by
deﬁnition, includes all approved correspondences and excludes
all disapproved correspondences.
Although Equation 1 gives a precise deﬁnition of the
probability of a correspondence, computing the exact value is
costly, especially when user input is incrementally updated.
In fact, exact probability computation requires intractably
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Fig. 3: Relationship between the set of candidate correspondences C,
the user input 〈F+, F−〉, and the matching instances I1, ..., In
generating all possible matching instances, the number of which
is exponential in the total number of correspondences, and
verifying them with user input. For example, in the smallest
real dataset of our experiments, there are 142 correspondences,
resulting in 2142 of possible instances in total.
B. Estimating the Probabilities
Since computation of the exact probabilities of correspon-
dences is intractable, we propose a sampling-based approxima-
tion to estimate the probabilities. To this end, we generate Ω∗
a set of a tractable number of sample matching instances and
then consider the probability of a correspondence as the ﬁnite
limit over Ω∗:
pc = lim
Ω∗→Ω(F+,F−)
|{I ∈ Ω∗ | c ∈ I}|
|Ω∗| (2)
In order to design an efﬁcient sampling technique for a
stream of user assertions, two factors have to be considered:
1) Sample space: it is critical to draw good samples that well
capture the exact distribution. Because of the integrity
constraints, some correspondences always go together,
whereas some others never do. These correlations between
correspondences create a complex joint distribution incor-
porating all possible matching instances.
2) Run time: we consider reconciliation as a pay-as-you-go
process where only a few changes are made at a time.
Hence, it is not reasonable to re-sample the matching
instances from scratch for each user assertion. Instead, we
need a technique to maintain a set of preceding samples
and update it upon the arrival of a new user assertion.
Addressing these aspects, we rely on a sampling technique
that supports non-uniform sampling (approximating the sample
space) and view maintenance [8] (improving run time).
Non-Uniform Sampling. Because of the complex joint distri-
bution of matching instances, uniform sampling methods like
Monte Carlo are insufﬁcient [23] for probability estimation. Our
non-uniform sampling overcomes this limitation by making use
of a random-walk strategy and simulated annealing. The role
of random-walk is to explore the sample space by generating
a next instance from the previous one. Technically, the next
instance is computed by randomly adding a correspondence
to the current instance and resolving all constraint violations
created by this correspondence. However, a random-walk may
get trapped in the sample regions with high density [14]. Hence,
the role of simulated annealing is to “jump” out of such regions.
Due to the dependencies (i.e., integrity constraints) between
correspondences in our set-up, the space of matching instances
is divided into regions of different magnitude which are not
reachable from each other. As a result, combining random-
walk and simulated annealing ensures that an instance in a
high-magnitude region should be sampled with a high chance
and that an instance in a low-magnitude region should be
sampled with a low chance. A formalization of our approach
to non-uniform sampling can be found in the Appendix.
View Maintenance. To realize view maintenance, we always
keep the set of preceding samples Ω′ and update it based on the
new assertion of a correspondence c. Then, the set of samples
Ω∗ is derived as follows, depending on whether c is approved
(Ω∗(F+ ∪ {c}, F−)) or disapproved (Ω∗(F+, F− ∪ {c})):
Ω∗(F+ ∪ {c}, F−) = Ω′(F+, F−) \ {I ∈ Ω′(F+, F−)|c ∈ I}
Ω∗(F+, F− ∪ {c}) = Ω′(F+, F−) \ {I ∈ Ω′(F+, F−)|c ∈ I}
Maintenance may reduce the number of samples as in-
consistent samples are removed, leading to poor estimation
of the probabilities. To cope with this limitation, we deﬁne a
tolerance threshold nmin, such that more samples are generated
if |Ω∗| < nmin. Moreover, if the size of Ω∗ is still smaller
than nmin after two consecutive samplings, it implies that the
actual number of all matching instances is smaller than nmin
and it holds Ω∗ = Ω. Hence, it is not necessary to re-sample
since all matching instances have already been generated.
We summarize that our probabilistic model provides a
uniﬁed way to encode all relevant information on top of the
network of schemas. For example, having all probability values
equal to one means that the associated correspondences satisfy
all integrity constraints and respect user input. As such, the
model is well suited as the basis for uncertainty reduction and
instantiation of an approximation of the selective matching.
IV. UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION FOR A PROBABILISTIC
MATCHING NETWORK
The initial probabilistic matching network computed purely
based on the result of automatic matchers shows uncertainty in
the sense that the candidate correspondences typically violate
a lot of constraints. We reduce network uncertainty with input
from an expert that asserts the correspondences. As the amount
of expert work is usually limited, we need a technique that can
effectively guide the uncertainty reduction. In our setting, the
“beneﬁt” is measured as the amount of uncertainty reduction if
the correctness of a certain correspondence is asserted.
Following this general idea, below, we ﬁrst propose a
measure for network uncertainty (Section IV-A) and deﬁne the
process of reducing uncertainty (Section IV-B). This process
gives raise to the uncertainty minimization problem for which
we provide a formal deﬁnition in Section IV-C. A heuristic
solution to this problem is presented in Section IV-D.
A. A Measure for Network Uncertainty
In a probabilistic matching network 〈N,P 〉 with N =
〈S, GS ,Γ, C〉 being a network of schemas, each candidate
correspondence c ∈ C is assigned a probability pc ∈ P that
represents how likely the correspondences is to be part of the
selective matching. This decision, in turn, can be modeled as a
binary random variable. Hence, the overall uncertainty of the
network is computed as the Shannon entropy [41] over a set
of random variables, each one representing the choice whether
a certain candidate correspondence occurs in the selective
matching. Formally, the Shannon entropy for a probabilistic
matching network is deﬁned as follows:
H(C,P ) = −
∑
c∈C
[pc log pc + (1− pc) log (1− pc)] (3)
A network uncertainty H(C,P ) = 0 means that all probabilities
are equal to one or zero; or in other words, there is only
one matching instance remaining. In that case, all remaining
candidate correspondences, except the disapproved ones, con-
struct a matching that satisﬁes all the integrity constraints,
the selective matching. Hence, our goal in the reconciliation
of a probabilistic matching network is to reduce the network
uncertainty to zero. Note that ‘certain’ correspondences – for
which we have a probability of zero or one regardless of
the origin of this value (user feedback, computation based
on matcher result, etc.) – do not contribute to the network
uncertainty; i.e. H(C,P ) = H({c ∈ C | 0 < pc < 1}, P ).
B. The Process of Reducing Network Uncertainty
Reducing uncertainty in a pay-as-you-go fashion means that
the probabilistic matching network is continuously updated by:
(1) selecting an attribute correspondence c ∈ C, (2) eliciting
user assertion (approval or disapproval) on the correspondence
c, and (3) updating the set of probabilities P . That is, by
seeking user input for a correspondence, the state of the
probabilistic matching network 〈N,P 〉 is changed, leading
to the network 〈N,P ′〉, where P ′ is recomputed from user
input as outlined in the previous section. We denote this step
of reducing the uncertainty with feedback on correspondence
c ∈ C by 〈N,P 〉 c−→ 〈N,P ′〉. Since the probability computation
does not depend on the order of user assertions (see Eq. 1), this
notation can be directly lifted to any series of feedback steps
on a correspondence set C ′ ⊆ C, i.e., 〈N,P 〉 C
′
−→ 〈N,P ′〉.
The process of reducing uncertainty may come to a halt
once the reconciliation goal is reached. Such a reconciliation
goal may be given, for instance, in terms of an effort budget
(i.e., the number of user assertions is limited) or a pre-deﬁned
threshold for the desired network uncertainty.
A generic procedure of uncertainty reduction is illustrated in
Algorithm 1. It takes a probabilistic matching network 〈N,P 〉
and a reconciliation goal δ as input and returns a reconciled
probabilistic matching network 〈N,P ′〉. The set of probabilities
P ′ of the reconciled network is initialized based on the current
state of the network (line 1). We then proceed as follows
(line 2 to 5): First, a correspondence is selected from the set of
Algorithm 1: Generic procedure for reducing uncertainty
input : a probabilistic matching network 〈N,P 〉 with N = 〈S, GS ,Γ, C〉,
a reconciliation goal δ
output : a reconciled probabilistic matching network 〈N,P ′〉
// Initialization
1 P ′ ← P ;
2 while not δ do
// (1) Select a correspondence
3 c∗ ← select(c ∈ C | 0 < pc < 1);
// (2) Elicit and update user input
// (3) Integrate the feedback
4 Recompute correspondence probabilities P ′;
5 Recompute network uncertainty H(C,P ′);
6 return 〈N,P ′〉;
uncertain correspondences (whose probabilities are neither one
nor zero). Second, we elicit the assertion for this correspondence
and update the user input accordingly. Third, we integrate this
feedback by recomputing the set of correspondence probabilities
P ′ and the network uncertainty H(C,P ′).
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Fig. 4: Uncertainty minimization
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Fig. 5: Effects of corr. ordering
Clearly, there is a trade-off between user effort and network
uncertainty: the greater the user input, the less overall uncer-
tainty in the network. Yet, instantiations of Algorithm 1 lead
to a different realization of this trade-off. That is, the select
routine that chooses the correspondences for which feedback
shall be sought has to be implemented and affects the degree
of uncertainty reduction that is achieved by a certain amount
of user input. As a baseline, we consider an expert working
without any support tools. This scenario corresponds to the
higher curve (random feedback) in Figure 4, in which the select
routine selects candidate correspondences for assertion in a
random order. A more effective implementation of the select
routine would lower this curve, leading to a higher reduction
in network uncertainty for the same amount of user effort
compared to the baseline.
Taking up the example introduced earlier, we illustrate below
the inﬂuence of the selection strategy on network uncertainty.
Example 1. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of selecting corre-
spondences C = {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5} for user assertion. Accord-
ing to the aforementioned one-to-one and cycle constraints,
there are two matching instances I1 = {c1, c2, c3} and
I2 = {c1, c4, c5}. The network uncertainty is H(C,P ) = 4. If
c1 is selected ﬁrst (either approved or disapproved), I1 and I2
are still matching instances since both of them contain c1; the
network uncertainty is unchanged. In contrast, if c2 is selected
ﬁrst and approved, only I1 remains as a matching instance
since I2 does not contain c2; the network uncertainty is 0.
C. The Uncertainty Minimization Problem
To approach an effective implementation of the routine for
selecting correspondences for assertion, we address a concrete
reconciliation goal. Since reasonable thresholds for the overall
network uncertainty are hard to estimate and user feedback
is commonly the bottleneck for reconciliation, we focus on
limited budget of user effort. In that case, we would like to
minimize network uncertainty under a ﬁxed number of feedback
steps. Formally, our objective is deﬁned as follows.
Problem 1. Uncertainty Minimization with Limited Effort
Budget. Let 〈N,P 〉 be a probabilistic matching network with
N = 〈S, GS ,Γ, C〉, and k be a budget of user effort. The
uncertainty minimization problem with limited effort budget
is the identiﬁcation of correspondences C ′ ⊆ C with |C ′| ≤ k,
such that 〈N,P 〉 C
′
−→ 〈N,P ′〉 and H(C,P ′) is minimal.
Finding a good selection strategy to solve Problem 1 is
challenging. Solving the problem optimally requires investi-
gating all the permutations of all subsets (with size ≤ k) of
candidate correspondences; this is computationally intractable.
D. Uncertainty Minimization by Heuristic Ordering
To address Problem 1 in a non-optimal way, we focus on
a heuristic strategy to order the candidate correspondences
according to their expected beneﬁt for reducing the network
uncertainty. To quantify the potential beneﬁt of knowing
whether a correspondence is correct, we follow a decision
theoretic approach, cf. [38]. More precisely, we measure
the information gain of a correspondence c as the expected
amount of uncertainty reduction obtained when an approval or
disapproval has been given for c. This reduction is computed
as the difference between network uncertainty before and
after the user asserts c. Since the result of assertion (i.e.,
approval or disapproval of c) is not known before-hand, the
uncertainty of the network obtained after the feedback step
is conditioned on c. Let 〈N,P 〉 be a probabilistic matching
network with N = 〈S, GS ,Γ, C〉. Then, we formally deﬁne net-
work uncertainty conditioned by the assertions for a particular
correspondence as:
H(C | c, P ) = pc ·H(C,P+) + (1− pc) ·H(C,P−) (4)
where P+ are the probabilities of the reconciled network after
approval of c, and P− are the probabilities of the reconciled
network after disapproval of c. The information gain of a
correspondence c is then computed as the difference of the
network uncertainty resulting from approval or disapproval of
c, deﬁned as follows:
IG(c) = H(C,P )−H(C | c, P ) (5)
Using this measure of information gain, we provide an
implementation of the select routine of Algorithm 1, in which
we choose the correspondences with the highest information
gain, i.e., c∗ = argmaxc∈Cˆ IG(c). If the highest information
gain is observed for multiple correspondences, one is randomly
chosen. It is noteworthy that for all the correspondences whose
probabilities are either one or zero (including the ones which the
user has already asserted), the information gain is zero. Hence,
only uncertain correspondences are qualiﬁed for selection,
highlighting the encapsulation power of our probabilistic model.
V. INSTANTIATION OF AN APPROXIMATION OF THE
SELECTIVE MATCHING
A distinguished feature of our approach to pay-as-you-go
reconciliation is the fact that a matching that approximates the
selective matching can be instantiated at all times, even if not
all the user input that would be needed for full reconciliation
has been collected. Such instantiation is particularly important
for applications that value a fast setup time above waiting for
full validation [17] and require a deterministic matching that
enables querying and aggregating across multiple schemas.
In this section, we ﬁrst formulate the instantiation of an
approximation of the selective matching as an optimization
problem (Section V-A). Again, this problem turns out to be
computationally costly, so that we propose a heuristic to
construct a near optimal solution (Section V-B).
A. The Instantiation Problem
Given the set of candidate correspondences of a probabilistic
matching network, instantiation refers to the selection of one
of the possible matching instances of the network. Ideally, this
matching instance is the selective matching. In most cases,
however, this matching instance will only approximate the
selective matching due to the uncertainty of the network.
To formulate the instantiation problem, we measure the
quality of a matching instance with respect to the current state
of the probabilistic matching network along two dimensions:
its repair distance and its likelihood. Informally, the former
measures the difference between the correspondences of a
matching instance and the set of candidate correspondences;
the latter indicates the correctness of a set of correspondences
given the probabilities of the network. We capture these
quality dimensions by two functions deﬁned for a probabilistic
matching network 〈N,P 〉 (with N=〈S,GS ,Γ, C〉) as follows:
• The repair distance is a function Δ : 2C × 2C → N
capturing the size of the symmetric difference between
two correspondence sets, i.e., Δ(A,B) → |A\B|+|B\A|
where A,B ⊆ C. In our context, we are interested in
the repair distance between a matching instance I and
the original set of correspondences C. Then, Δ(I, C)
measures the amount of information loss of deriving I
from C by eliminating some correspondences to guarantee
that the integrity constraints of the network are satisﬁed.
• The likelihood is a function u : 2C → [0, 1] capturing the
product of probabilities of a set of correspondences, i.e.,
u(A) =
∏
c∈A pc where A ⊆ C. In our context, consider-
ing the likelihood should guide the instantiation towards
the selection of correspondences with high probabilities.
Using these measures, we model instantiation of a proba-
bilistic matching network as an optimization problem: we are
interested in a matching instance with minimal repair distance
w.r.t. the candidate correspondences and maximal likelihood. In
the context of schema matching, we consider the repair distance
to be more important than the likelihood, since information
about correspondences should be preserved as much as possible.
Formally, our problem is described as follows.
Problem 2. Instantiation. Let 〈N,P 〉 be a probabilistic
matching network with N = 〈S, GS ,Γ, C〉. The instantiation
problem is the identiﬁcation of a matching instance I that
satisﬁes the two following conditions, in the descending order
of priority:
i) Minimal repair distance: there is no matching instance I ′
such that Δ(I ′, C) < Δ(I, C).
ii) Maximal likelihood: there is no matching instance I ′ with
minimal repair distance such that u(I ′) > u(I).
Note that the instantiation problem is deﬁned only on
the probabilities P assigned to correspondences since user
assertions are already incorporated implicitly in P . Solving the
instantiation problem requires knowledge about the integrity
constraints in the network. Unfortunately, even under the
simplistic one-to-one constraint and even without the maximal
likelihood condition, the instantiation problem is computation-
ally hard.
Theorem 1. Let 〈N,P 〉 be a probabilistic matching network
with N = 〈S, GS ,Γ, C〉, such that Γ deﬁnes the one-to-one
constraint. Then, given an integer θ, the problem of deciding
whether there exists a matching instance of 〈N,P 〉 with repair
distance less than θ is NP-Complete.
Proof: To prove the NP-completeness of our decision
problem, we show that: (i) it is in NP and (ii) it is NP-hard.
Given a matching instance I , one can check in polynomial time
its repair distance (i.e. Δ(I, C)) is less than θ; so (i) is true.
By deﬁnition, a matching instance I must not violate the one-
to-one constraint; i.e. ∀c ∈ I, c′ ∈ I such that c and c′ share
exactly one common attribute and their remaining attributes
belong to the same schema. This case can be represented as
an undirected graph G = (V,E) where each vertex v ∈ V is a
correspondence and each edge e = (vi, vj) ∈ E represents a
constraint violation between vi and vj . G can be constructed
in polynomial time by iterating over all the correspondences
and creating an edge between any two attributes that match
one attribute of a schema to two different attributes of another
schema. Finding a matching instance I with minimal repair
distance is equivalent to ﬁnding a maximum independent set
(MIS) of G, as no two vertices being adjacent means no
violations and Δ(I, C) = |C| − |I|. Since the MIS problem is
NP-complete [26], (ii) is true.
B. An Instantiation Heuristic
In light of Theorem 1, we consider a heuristic approach
to our problem that ﬁnds a matching instance I efﬁciently,
at the expense of non-optimality w.r.t. repair distance and
likelihood. Developing such a heuristic is far from trivial,
given the complex and inter-related dependencies between
correspondences that are induced by the integrity constraints.
The approach proposed in this paper is a two-step meta-
heuristic algorithm: involving (i) initialization, and (ii) optimiza-
tion. The former aims at ﬁnding a feasible solution; the latter
attempts to optimize this solution. In the initialization step, we
greedily pick an initial matching instance among sampled ones.
This is motivated by the fact that the space of all possible
matching instances is intractably large. Hence, we employ the
sampled set of matching instances generated in Section III-B as
a starting point for our algorithm. However, since the purpose
of sampling is to best capture the exact distribution and because
the number of samples is often much smaller than the size of
the sample space, we need the optimization step to improve
the quality of the initial matching instance. To this end, we
apply a randomized local search. The core idea is that we keep
exploring the neighbors of recent instances until termination
(in our case, an upper bound of iterations), and record the one
with the smallest repair distance and the largest likelihood.
The details of our instantiation heuristic are given in
Algorithm 2. It takes a probabilistic matching network and
a pre-deﬁned upper bound for the number of iterations as
input and returns the best matching instance (with smallest
repair distance and largest likelihood) it can ﬁnd during the
search. Technically, we begin by greedily picking up a matching
instance from sampling (line 1). Starting with the best sample,
the local search is repeated until the termination condition
is satisﬁed (line 3). At each iteration, we ﬁrst generate a set
of remaining correspondences and their probabilities. Among
Algorithm 2: An instantiating heuristic
input : a probabilistic matching network 〈N,P 〉 with N = 〈S, GS ,Γ, C〉,
an upper bound for the number of iterations k
output : a matching instance H
// Step 1: Initilization - Greedy pickup among samples
1 H ← argmaxargmax
I∈Ω(F+,F−) Δ(I,C)
u(I);
// Step 2: Optimization - Randomized local search
2 I ← H; i ← 0; T ← Queue[k] // a queue with fixed size k
3 while i < k do
// Fitness proportionate selection
4 cˆ ← RouletteWheelc({〈c, pc〉 | c ∈ C \ F− \ I});
5 I ← I ∪ {cˆ};
6 T.add(cˆ);
// Repair matching until constraints are satisfied
7 I ← repair(I, cˆ, F+,Γ) ;
// Keep track of the optimal instance
8 if Δ(H,C) > Δ(I, C) then
9 H ← I;
10 if Δ(H,C) = Δ(I, C) and u(H) < u(I) then
11 H ← I;
12 i ← i+ 1;
13 return H
these correspondences, we add one into the current instance I
based on Roulette wheel selection [22]. The rational behind this
heuristic is that the chosen correspondence has a high chance of
being consistent with the others. When a certain correspondence
is inserted, it might produce some constraint violations. Thus,
the repair() function (deﬁned formally in the appendix) is
invoked to eliminate new violations by removing problematic
correspondences from I (line 7). However, a correspondence
could be added into I and then removed immediately by the
repair function, leaving I unchanged, so that the algorithm
would be trapped in local optima. For this reason, we employ
the Tabu search method [21] that uses a ﬁxed-size “tabu”
(forbidden) list of correspondences so that the algorithm does
not consider these correspondences repeatedly (line 6). Finally,
a matching instance H is returned by evaluating the repair
distance and likelihood of matching instances explored so far.
Proposition 1. Algorithm 2 terminates and is correct.
Proof: Termination follows from the fact that the termina-
tion condition of the routine between line 3 and line 10 can
be deﬁned as a constant number k of iterations.
Correctness follows directly from the following points. (1)
A new correspondence is not chosen from disapproved cor-
respondences (line 4). (2) When a new correspondence cˆ
added to I (line 5) causes constraint violations, I is repaired
immediately (line 7). (3) H always maintains the instance with
smallest repair distance (line 8) and largest likelihood (line 10).
Therefore, the algorithm’s output is a near optimal matching
instance that satisﬁes all the integrity constraints and respects
the user assertions.
Finally, we observe that the presented heuristic indeed
allows for efﬁcient instantiation. In fact, the algorithm requires
quadratic time in the number of candidate correspondences and,
thus, is tractable for real datasets.
Proposition 2. The run time complexity of Algorithm 2 is
O(k × |C|2).
Proof: The most expensive operation in Algorithm 2 is the
function repair(), which takes at most O(|I|2), as outlined in
the Appendix. Since I ⊆ C and there are at most k iterations
of the local search, we have O(k × |C|2).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section presents a comprehensive experimental eval-
uation of the proposed methods using real-world datasets
and state-of-the-art matching tools. The results highlight that
the presented approach supports pay-as-you-go reconciliation
by effective and efﬁcient computation of probabilities. Also,
we are able to guide user feedback precisely, observing
improvements of up to 48% over the baselines. We demonstrate
that the approach improves the quality of instantiated matchings
signiﬁcantly in both precision and recall.
We proceed as follows: We ﬁrst discuss the experimental
setup (Section VI-A). Then, we report on the results of apply-
ing the proposed methods for probability computation (Sec-
tion VI-B), reduction of network uncertainty (Section VI-C),
and instantiating of a matching (Section VI-D).
A. Experimental Setup
Datasets and Tools. We relied on four real-world datasets
spanning various application domains, from Web forms to
business schemas as observed in data marketplaces.
(1) Business Partner (BP): The set comprises database schemas
that model business partners in enterprise systems.
(2) PurchaseOrder (PO): We extracted purchase order e-
business schemas from various resources.
(3) University Application Form (UAF): We extracted schemas
from Web interfaces of American university application forms.
(4) WebForm: The schemas for this dataset have been automat-
ically extracted from Web forms using OntoBuilder [37].
These datasets are publicly available [1] and descriptive
statistics for the schemas are given in Table II. To generate
candidate correspondences, we used two well-known schema
matchers (with default parameters), COMA++ [13], [4] and
AMC [35]. All experiments ran on an Intel Core i7 system
(2.8GHz, 4GB RAM).
TABLE II: Real datasets
Dataset #Schemas #Attributes(Min/Max)
BP 3 80/106
PO 10 35/408
UAF 15 65/228
WebForm 89 10/120
TABLE III: Constraint violations
Dataset # Violations per matcherCOMA AMC
BP 252 244
PO 10078 11320
UAF 40436 41256
WebForm 6032 6367
Integrity Constraints. We consider two well-known con-
straints, the one-to-one constraint and the cycle constraint,
cf., Section II-A. Table III lists the number of constraint
violations among the candidate correspondences generated by
the matchers. Rather independent of the applied schema matcher,
we observe a large number of violations that precludes an
exhaustive investigation of the violations by an expert. Hence,
there is a clear need for efﬁcient and effective pay-as-you-go
reconciliation.
Evaluation Measures. Besides the network uncertainty deﬁned
in Equation 3, we rely on the following evaluation measures:
• Precision & Recall are measures for the quality of a
matching V compared to the selective matching M ,
i.e., the ground truth, given by the dataset provider:
Prec(V )=(|V ∩M |)/|V | and Rec(V )=(|V ∩M |)/|M |.
• User effort: To quantify the relative amount of user input,
we compute the user effort as the number of asserted
correspondences relative to the size of the matcher’s output:
E = |F+ ∪ F−|/|C|.
B. Evaluations on Probability Computation
For the step of computing the probabilities for a probabilistic
matching network, we study the efﬁciency and effectiveness of
the presented sampling technique.
Computation Time. In this experiment, we study the effects
of network size (i.e., number of candidate correspondences) on
the computation time required for probability estimation. The
reporting time is measured by computing the average sampling
time over 1000 samples for each setting of network size. Each
setting is constructed with a different interaction graph GS
using the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graph model. We then derived
the average time over all settings and datasets.
Figure 6 shows the resulting computation time per sample
relative to the number of correspondences with values ranging
from 27 to 212. Clearly, as the number of correspondences
grows, the computation time increases. Yet, absolute numbers
are low. For instance, for a network with 4000 candidate
correspondences, computation based on 1000 samples takes
only ≈ 2∗103ms = 2s. Hence, our sampling technique is well
applicable for datasets with a large number of correspondences.
Sampling Effectiveness. To measure the sampling effective-
ness of our technique, we compute the distance between the
sampled probability distribution Q used to approximate the
exact probability distribution P . To this end, we use the K-
L divergence [27], which is a widely used measure of the
information loss of sampling:
DKL(P ||Q) =
∑
c∈C
pc log
pc
qc
(6)
where pc and qc are, respectively, the exact and approxi-
mate probability of a correspondence c. To allow for better
interpretation of the value, we normalize this measure by
taking the ratio over the K-L divergence between P and
the non-sampled distribution U where uc = 0.5 (following
the principle of maximum entropy), which is deﬁned as
KLratio = DKL(P ||Q)/ DKL(P ||U).
Figure 7 depicts the results of sampling effectiveness under
varying network size, averaged over all datasets. The number
of correspondences (x-axis) is limited to 20 since we have to
generate all possible matching instances, the number of which
is O(2|C|), to compute the exact probability (Equation 1). The
KLratio is given in percentages. We deﬁned the number of
samples to be proportional to the number of possible subsets of
C, i.e., 2|C|/2, which is 210 in the case of 20 correspondences.
We observe that although the fraction of samples over all
possible matching instances is small (only 2
10
220 ≈ 0.1% for|C| = 20), the KLratio is less than 2%. In other words, the
sampling distribution Q is over 98% better than the baseline
(random probability assignment U ). This is a strong indicator
that Q captures the exact distribution well; and thus, our
sampling technique is effective for probability approximation.
Relation between Probability and Correctness. Our ap-
proach is based on the hypothesis that a correspondence with
high probability is likely to be correct, and vice-versa. To
validate this hypothesis, we use the selective matching M
from the dataset providers. Figure 8 presents a histogram of
the probability distribution in the BP dataset (similar results,
omitted for brevity, have been obtained for the other datasets)
for correct (existing in M ) and incorrect (not existing in M )
correspondences. Here, the x-axis depicts the probability ranges
and the y-axis measures the frequency in percentages.
We observe that most of the correspondences (more than
75%) have the probability value in the range from 0.5 to 1.0.
This is reasonable, since the precision of the generated candidate
correspondences in this dataset is about 0.67. Another key
ﬁnding is that at higher levels of probability, the ratio of correct
correspondences over incorrect correspondences is signiﬁcantly
larger. For example, in the [0.8, 0.9] range, there are about 20%
correct and about 3% incorrect correspondences; whereas the
ratio is about 13%/1% in the [0.9, 1.0] range. This indicates
that the probability values indeed reﬂect the correctness of
correspondences.
C. Evaluations on Uncertainty Reduction
We now study the extent to which our approach reduces
the network uncertainty, with various budgets of user effort.
For each dataset, we generate a complete interaction graph and
obtain candidate correspondences using automatic matchers. We
simulate the process of reducing network uncertainty where user
assertions are generated using the available selective matching.
The inﬂuence of the feedback on the quality of the
match result is measured in terms of precision and network
uncertainty. That is, when increasing the user effort percentage,
we quantify the improvements in terms of precision and
uncertainty reduction. We compare two ordering strategies
to select correspondence for user assertion: (1) Random: the
random selection of correspondence acts as a baseline for our
experiment. (2) Heuristic: we select correspondences based on
our method exploiting the information-gain (Section IV).
Figure 9 depicts the average result over 50 experiment runs
for the BP dataset. Again, we obtained similar results for the
other datasets that are omitted for brevity. This result shows a
signiﬁcant reduction of user effort with the Heuristic strategy—
up to 48% compared to the baseline. For example, to reach a
network uncertainty of about 0.1, the Heuristic strategy takes
only about 30% user effort, whereas the baseline takes about
75% user effort. Thus, we achieve savings of about 45% of user
effort. With only 50% user effort, the Heuristic strategy already
achieves a network uncertainty of almost zero, whereas this
value is just about 0.4 in the baseline. Regarding precision, the
trends of these plots are inversely similar. For example, at 25%
user effort with the Heuristic strategy, network uncertainty is
about 0.3 and precision is about 0.84. Note that when network
uncertainty is zero (i.e. all the integrity constraints are satisﬁed),
the precision is not necessarily guaranteed to be 1.0.
D. Evaluations on Instantiation
Finally, we study the effectiveness of our method for
instantiation, i.e., the derivation of a matching from the
probabilistic matching network.
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Effects of Ordering Strategies. Clearly, the two above order-
ing strategies used for reducing the network uncertainty have a
great inﬂuence on the quality of the instantiated matching. We
investigate this aspect with an experiment in which, given a pre-
deﬁned user effort (e.g., 5% of all candidate correspondences),
we reduce network uncertainty with these strategies (i.e., the
Random and the Heuristic). Then, we compare the results
in terms of precision and recall of the matching derived by
instantiation according to Algorithm 2.
Figure 10 illustrates the inﬂuence of the ordering strategies
on quality of the instantiated matching for the BP dataset (again,
the other datasets showed the same trend and are omitted for
brevity). Here, we varied the budget of user effort (x-axis)
from 0% to 15%. A key ﬁnding is that our heuristic ordering
outperforms the baseline with an average difference of 0.12
(for precision) and 0.08 (for recall). At the beginning (0% user
effort), there is no difference between two ordering strategies
because no correspondence is selected for user validation. We
conclude that our heuristic ordering plays an important role in
improving the quality of the matching that approximates the
selective matching and is derived by instantiation.
Effects of Maximal Likelihood. Instantiation is guided by the
repair distance (number of candidate correspondences that are
removed to satisfy the integrity constraints) and the likelihood
of a particular matching (cf., Section V-A). We argued that
the repair distance shall be minimal in any case to keep us
much information on correspondences as possible. Yet, in this
experiment, we study the importance of also considering the
likelihood for instantiation. To this end, we compare the result
of instantiation with and without the likelihood criterion. We
quantify the results in terms of precision and recall for the
derived matching.
Figure 11 shows the obtained results: the percentage of
user effort relative to the quality of the matching measured by
precision and recall. We observe that considering the likelihood
criterion, indeed leads to a matching of better quality. This
result underlines the beneﬁts of our probabilistic model in
quantifying the uncertainty of correspondences as well as of
the network as a whole.
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VII. RELATED WORK
We now review the work in schema matching, matching
networks, and user feedback that is close to our research.
Schema Matching. Database schema matching is an active
research ﬁeld. The developments of this area have been
summarized in several surveys, e.g., [36], [7], [6]. Existing
works on schema matching focused mainly on improving the
quality parameters of matchers, such as precision or recall of
the matches generated. Recently, however, certain researchers
have started to realize that the extent to which precision and
recall can be improved may be limited for general-purpose
matching algorithms. Instead of designing new algorithms,
there has been a shift towards matching combination and tuning
methods. These works include YAM [16], systematic matching
ensemble selection [20] or automatic tuning of the matcher
parameters [28]. In this paper, we use results from schema
matching tools as input for our approach. Regarding schema
matching with uncertainty, the work in [15], [39] studies at
data level and pair-wise mapping; whereas, our work relies on
a network of schemas and integrity constraints.
Matching Networks. The idea of exploiting a large set of
schemas to improve the matching has been studied before.
Holistic matching [43] attempted to exploit statistical co-
occurrences of attributes in different schemas and use them to
derive complex correspondences. Corpus-based matching [29]
attempted to use a ‘corpus’ of schemas to augment the evidence
that improves existing matching and exploit constraints between
attributes by applying statistical techniques. Network-level
constraints were originally considered in [3], [10], in which the
establishment of semantic interoperability in large-scale P2P
networks was studied. In this paper, we study such integrity
constraints in matching networks and use constraint violations
as evidence of matching uncertainty.
User Feedback. The post-matching reconciliation process has
also received considerable attention in the literature using
different approaches. The system in [25], [40], [46] relies on
one user only, whereas the frameworks in [47], [31], [33],
[32] rely on multiple users. Although our scope involves
only a single expert user, our framework is extensible as the
underlying probabilistic model is independent of the number
of users. Besides, some works [34], [39] also study pay-as-
you-go approaches that establish the initial matching and then
incrementally improve its quality. Despite the similarities, there
are also a number of differences. While the work of [39] focuses
on the context of the mediated schema approach, our work
studies reconciliation for a network of schemas. While the
work of [34] uses a reasoning approach, our work employs
a probabilistic approach for reconciliation. While the work
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H is the instantiated matching of our algorithm.
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instantiated matching of our algorithm.
in [40], [46] gets user feedback implicitly through keywords,
our work lets user give input explicitly on the matches.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes novel approach that enables pay-as-
you-go reconciliation in schema matching networks. We deﬁne
the notion of a probabilistic matching network as the backbone
of the approach. Most importantly, our probabilistic model
allows the capture of the uncertainty in the matching network
in a systematic way, independent of the used schema matching
tools and the data integration tasks that shall be solved. Our
approach involves three elementary steps that realize a pay-
as-you-go setup: establishing a probabilistic matching network
by computing probabilities for correspondences, reducing the
network uncertainty with user input, and instantiating a trusted
set of consistent correspondences. As such, the approach
can be used for supporting data integration at any point in
time, while still continuously improving the quality of the
instantiated matching by reconciliation of the network. Finally,
we presented a comprehensive experimental evaluation of each
of the three steps, indicating that the approach is applicable for
large, real-world datasets and allows for effective and efﬁcient
reconciliation.
Our techniques open up several future directions of research.
First, our probabilistic model can be extended to further develop
the quality measurement of matching networks. Second, more
applications which could be transformed into a matching
network shall be devised. This paper focuses on schema
matching, yet, the proposed pay-as-you-go approach can be
applied to other data integration tasks such as entity resolution,
matching of conceptual models, and service discovery.
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APPENDIX
Non-Uniform Sampling Algorithm. Here we show the details
of our non-uniform sampling in Algorithm 3. The algorithm has
two parameters (n, k), four inputs (C,Γ, F+, F−), and returns
a set of sampling instances Ω∗ as output. First, it starts with a
trivial sample which contains all the approved correspondences
(line 1). Next, it generates the next n samples, each of them
being computed from the previous one using random-walk [30],
[45] (line 4). Then following the simulated annealing meta-
heuristic [44], we consider accepting the next sample with a
probability non-uniformly proportional to the number of its
correspondences different with those of the current sample
(line 7). Since this probability is an exponential function (i.e.
1−e−Δ), our sampling is non-uniform. The rationale behind this
is that due to the integrity constraints, two particular matching
instances are more likely to fall into the same sampling region
if they have more common attributes, and vice-versa. In order
to avoid being trapped in such sampling regions which are
not reachacle from each other, we should make a “jump” with
a higher probability if the distance between the current and
next sampling instances is larger. The distance between two
matching instances is the size of their symmetric difference ;
i.e. Δ(Ii, Inext) = |Ii \ Inext|+ |Inext \ Ii|.
Algorithm 3: Non-uniformly sample matching instances
input : a set of correspondences C,
a set of integrity constraints Γ,
a set of approved/disapproved correspondences F+/F−,
a number of samples n,
a number of random-walks per sample k
output : A set of sampling instances Ω∗ = {I1, . . . , In}
1 I0 ← F+; Ω∗ ← ∅
2 for i = 1 → n do
3 Ii ← Ii−1
// Run random-walk for k steps beginning on Ii−1
4 for j = 1 → k do
// Randomly select another correspondence
5 c ← Rand(C \ F− \ Ii)
// Add c and repair all constraint violations
6 Inext ← repair(Ii, c, F+,Γ)
// Acceptance probability w.r.t. the distance Δ
7 With probability 1 − e−Δ(Ii,Inext) do Ii ← Inext
8 Ω∗ ← Ω∗ ∪ Ii
9 return Ω∗
Repair Algorithm by Greedy Removal. Algorithm 4 shows
the details of our repair heuristic, which implements the
repair() function in algorithms 2 and 3. This repair algorithm
is used, for a particular instance, to resolve all violations caused
by the new correspondence added into that instance. This
algorithm’s key idea is to greedily remove the correspondences
involving new violations, one-by-one, until no violation remains
(line 2). In it, we remove the correspondence that causes most
constraint violations (line 5 and 6). The insight behind this
greediness is that removing correspondences with a high number
of violations should be able to minimize the repair distance
(Section V).
The complexity analysis is given as follows. First, to check
whether an instance I satisﬁes a set of integrity constraints
(line 2), as well as implementing the function I.getConflict()
(line 4), we detect all the constraint violations of I . However,
as this detection operation is only computed for the added
correspondence c (line 1), it takes at most O(|I|); i.e. all
remaining correspondences might be affected. Moreover, the
loop between line 2 and line 6 takes place at most |I| times
(the worst case in which all correspondences are deleted). As
a result, the overall complexity is O(|I|2), even though in
practice it is likely to be lower since an integrity constraint is
often deﬁned upon a small fraction of total correspondences.
Algorithm 4: Repair an inconsistent matching instance
input : an inconsistent (matching) instance I ,
an added correspondence c,
a set of approved correspondences F+,
a set of integrity constraints Γ
output : a consistent matching instance Iˆ
1 I ← I ∪ {c}
2 while I does not satisfy Γ do
// Get all violations each correspondence ci
involves
3 for ci ∈ I \ F+ \ {c} do
4 vi ← I.getConflict(ci,Γ)
// Greedily remove the one with most violations
5 c∗ ← argmaxci |vi|
6 I.remove(c∗)
7 return Iˆ ← I
